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A monster stood inside
a glowing circle of light

Cork author Mark
Evans self-published

his first book, Mrs
God, this year. The

debut novel features
armed archangels

and hideous demons,
and this short extract
gives a flavour of the

drama.

T HE hunters had become the
hunted. Hal stopped moving
and crouched at the base of a
thick pine, peering into the

gloom. The light from the house was
too weak to reach the woods.
Too few shafts of moonlight

speared the canopy and reached the
ground. He avoided these pools of
silver. He stared at a far-off tree and
watched for movement, gripping his
Sako-85 rifle close to his face with
the wooden stock resting on the
ground. The smell of bore cleaner
filled his nostrils. He thumbed the
sphere of the bolt. The gun was
loaded and the safety disengaged.
He could hear the others all

around him. They stood chatting in
pairs or prowling alone. They had
given up the manoeuvres of hunters
hours ago. Now they were making
plenty of noise: laughing, joking,
snapping fallen branches with their
heavy boots, complaining about the
cold. They wanted to get indoors and
attack the cases of beers they had
brought along. Hal wanted that too.
He had been making his way up the
slope towards the chief grumblers
when a shape had eclipsed the light
from the house. It had been running.
He hadn’t heard a sound.
It was possible that he had ima-

gined it. It could have been a trick of
the light caused by the plume of his
breath. Plus, he’d had a long strange
day, mostly spent entertaining the
others. Pete’s arrival and demand
for a gun had knocked him off kilter.
But it was Pete’s female guest who
floored him. He had never seen a
more stunning woman in the flesh.
Sure, he’d seen better-looking ones

on TV but even if one of those act-
resses happened to come into his
store needing bait or the bathroom
he doubted he would be as stunned
by them.
No, Pete’s runaway mum pos-

sessed a je ne sais quoi, as his
friends from Canada would say.
That is, if they weren’t making lewd
comments about her.
What kind of Neanderthal would

think about laying a finger on a
woman like that? And her baby,
too?
He wanted to see her again in the

warmth of the house. To gaze into
her eyes; to listen to her accentless
voice – even if she used it to dismiss
what he had to say.

Someone whispered far off to the
left. A low growl came from his
right; rustling movement behind
him.
“Steve, that you?” he said calmly,

quietly.

No answer. Someone giggled ahead
of him, closer to the house. Hal
shivered, though not from the cold.
That was when he crouched and
waited, watched.
The gunshot shattered the air

around him. The explosion lit up the
woods as true as daylight, if only for
a split second.
Hal spun, but stayed low. Someone

roared in pain, screamed. Kaiser,
Steve’s bloodhound, began snarling

and barking. The rifle trembled in
Hal’s grip. He was rooted to the spot,
squatting against the tree, peering
into the shadows. Many of those
shadows moved. They shifted and
flitted, refusing to define shapes.
Something he could aim at.
Something he could shoot.
Hunters began screaming all

around him. He was at the centre of
a ring of tortured cries, the sounds
focused upon him. Someone began
wailing.
Get up! Get up and help them!
Slowly he stood, scraping the

shoulder of his heavy coat against
the trunk of the pine tree.
“No!” cried a man’s voice. Steve?

Clive? “Please!”
Hal rolled against the tree trunk

and raised his rifle, pointing it in the
direction of the pleading voice, up
the hill towards the house. A large
pool of moonlight lay on the other
side of the tree, though he had not
seen it earlier.
Kaiser continued his deep rapid

barking. Someone was whimpering,
the sound coming from everywhere.
Hal took a deep breath, ready to call
out.
Clive beat him to it: “What’s

wrong?!”
Steve answered, his voice pan-

icked. “Where are you?!” Was he
asking Clive, or was he asking the
shadows?
“Who’s hurt?!” The Canadian

accent was unmistakable.
The hairs on the back of Hal’s

neck rose. Someone was standing on
the other side of the tree – standing
there in silence. His eyes watered.
His only thought was to keep the
gun lowered in case it turned out to
be one of the others.
Hal spun around the tree and saw

what was there, standing in the pool
of moonlight. But it wasn’t moon-
light at all. A monster stood inside a
glowing circle of white light.
Hal swept the rifle up and

squeezed the trigger as the monster
snarled and leaped at him.
* Mrs God by Mark Evans is avail-

able from Liam Russell's bookshop
and the Irish Examiner/Evening
Echo offices on Oliver Plunkett
Street, Cork City, as well as from
Midleton Books, Midleton, Co Cork,
priced €14.99. It is also available as
an ebook from Amazon, priced 3.99.
Visit mrsgodbook.com for details.
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